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Understanding the Dashboard Reports

The HealthSource Clarity Dashboards provide critical information about the volume of ROI requests in your healthcare system and the 
speed at which they are processed. They provide a variety of views into this data so you can analyze it by:

•	 Requester Type

•	 Site

•	 Status	(Logging	versus	Fulfillment)

•	 Outcome	(Medical	Records	delivered,	request	cancelled	as	a	duplicate,	more	information	needed	from	requester). 

Data updated hourly

Dashboard data refreshes every hour.

Time outs

The Dashboard window closes if your 
HealthSource Clarity session ends 
due to inactivity. 

If you are doing a lot of work with 
the Dashboards, periodically return 
to HealthSource Clarity and do 
something — sort the Search Results, 
open the Menu — to keep your 
session alive. 
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Available Reports

Name Description

Pending Age Dashboard

How much time has it taken for requests to reach any of these conditions:

•	 Ready for delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment;

•	 Completed by sending Correspondence to the requester;

•	 Cancelled.

Pending Trend Dashboard

Tracks changes in the volume of requests that have not yet reached any of these conditions:

•	  Ready for delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment;

•	 Completed by sending Correspondence to the requester;

•	 Cancelled.

Complete TAT Dashboard

Turn	Around	Time	(TAT)	is	measured	by	comparing	the	day	a	request	reached	the	facility	with	the	day	it	was:

•	 Ready for delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment;

•	 Completed by sending Correspondence to the requester;

•	 Cancelled.

This dashboard also shows the percentage of billable requests completed during the report period. 

Reports Stand-alone	reports	for	specific	scenarios.

Production Dashboards How	many	Client	Service	Representative	tasks	(Logging	and	Fulfilling)	were	performed	during	a	specified	time.	
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Filters

The Filters	define	what	kinds	of	data	will	be	captured	in	the	individual	reports.	The	

Business / Calendar

Determines	how	Turn	Around	Time	(TAT)	is	calculated:

•	 Business — 5 days per week, excludes holidays 
and other closures. 

•	 Calendar — 7 day per week, no exclusions. 

For example, the TAT for a request created on Monday 
the 1st and Ready for Delivery on Tuesday the 9th would 
be:

•	 Business — 6 days

•	 Calendar — 8 days

Site ID

Only data from selected sites will be 
shown.  

By default, the Dashboards show data 
from all sites.

Dashboard Group
Some Health Systems can be divided into “sub-groups” 
for reporting purposes. These groups are set up by Ciox 
Health.

Requester Class Limits	results	to	specific	kinds	of	
requesters, such as Attorney or Insurance.

Requester Category
Audit	TAT	—	Indirect	Payor	(PAYI),	Direct	Payor	(PAYD),	
Electronic Insurance Requests.

Core ROI — All other requesters.
Health System

If you have access to data from multiple 
healthcare organizations, you can limit 
the	report	data	to	specific	choices.

Date
Date range. 

Defaults to past two weeks, including the current day. 
Site Type

•	 C — Clinic

•	 H — Hospital

•	 I — Insurance
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Saving Filter choices 

Bookmark a report (page 8)	to	“save”	your	Filter choices. 

Filter choices retained during session

Any Filter you select will apply to all Dashboards — as long as 
the Dashboards stay open. 

Filter choices are cleared when you close the Dashboards. 

Filter choices restricted by User Permissions

The Site Name and Site ID	filters	reflect	your	user	permissions.	

If	you’re	not	assigned	to	a	specific	Site,	you	won’t	be	able	to	
filter	for	it.	

Apply a filter

In this example, we’ll use the Requester Class	filter.

1. Click the Filter	field	(Requester Class).

2. The	field	“expands”	so	you	can	make	your	choice(s).	If	you’re	
picking from a list (everything except the Dates	filter),	the		All / 
Clear button lets you make “mass” choices.

3. Select	your	filtering	options.	Here	we’ll	pick	only	Disability 
requests. 

4. Click OK. 

5. The report you’re currently viewing is automatically updated to 
reflect	your	filter	choices.

Multiple filters allowed

You can use more than one Filter at the same time. 
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Bookmarks

Bookmarks save frequently used Filter settings. For example, you might want to look at all Patient requests for a hospital that wants to 
improve its Meaningful Use performance. 

1. Launch the Complete TAT Dashboard.

2. Choose the appropriate Filters:

•	 Requester Class — Patient

•	 Site Location — Site in question

3. Click the Bookmarks button.
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4. On the Bookmarks popup, click the  button.

5. Give the “custom” report an appropriate name and 
click OK. In the example below, the name for the new 
bookmarked report is TAT Patient Requests.

6. The next time you want to see the report, click the 
Bookmarks link and select it. 
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Sorting

Many Dashboard Reports include tables. You can sort these tables by clicking a column header.
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Drill down

To see more details about requests, click: 

•	 Bar on a graph

•	 Slice on a pie chart

•	 Row	in	a	table	(not	all	table	rows	on	a	Dashboard	link	to	a	drill	down	report)

We’ll show how this works using the Pending Age chart on the Pending Age Dashboard.

1. Click the light pink 31-60 Days pie 
slice. You could click any other slice.

2. Choose your desired Drill down 
choices, which determine the type of 
detailed data to be shown.  

3. The chart now shows requests that 
are between 31 and 60 days old, 
broken down by Requester Class.

4. Click Home / Back to see the 
original chart. 
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Exclude data from a graph or chart

The graphs and charts on the Dashboards	show	multiple	categories	of	information.	To	hide	a	specific	measurement,	click	the	text	label	for	
that category.  

1. Here’s the default view of the Pending Age chart on the 
Pending Age Dashboard. 

2. Note that there are 234 requests between 2 and 3 days old, 
shown in light blue.

3. Click the 02-03 Days label.

4. The label is grayed out and the related slice of the pie chart 
is hidden.

5. Click the label again to restore the measurement to the graph 
or chart.
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Pending Age Dashboard

What does it show?

How long requests have been open, based on the Facility Received Date. 
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Pending Age Dashboard

The Pending Age Dashboard shows how much time has elapsed between the receiving and closing of requests.
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Definitions

Term Meaning

Age

Difference,	in	days,	between	the	Facility Received Date of a request and the current date.

Days are “whole” units and are not calculated on a “rolling” 24 hour period. For example, a request received at 
11pm on Tuesday will be 1 day old at 12:01 AM on Wednesday, even though it has only been in existence for 
61 minutes.

Pending	(aka	Open)

A request has been received but has not yet reached any of these conditions:

•	 Ready for delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment;

•	 Completed by sending Correspondence to the requester;

•	 Cancelled.

It has NOTHING to do with the Fulfillment — Pending status, which Client Service Representatives and 
managers can assign to “problematic” requests. 

Received
Request has a Facility Received Date.

This date is used to calculate the age of the request.
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Pending Age chart and table

This section of the Pending Age Dashboard shows open 
requests by the elapsed time since the Facility Received 
Date. Both the pie chart and the table show the same 
information.  

The default display is an overall view — the requests are not 
categorized by Request Type, Requester, etc. 
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Hide data

Click a text label to the right of the pie chart 
to remove requests of that age from the 
chart. 

The	table	is	not	affected,

For example, you can hide requests that are 
0-1 days old, as in the picture below.

Click the label again to return the data to the 
chart,

Focus on a specific Age

Click a “slice” of the pie chart to show ONLY 
those requests. 

•	 The	resulting	pie	chart	will	reflect	
whatever choices you make on the 
Drill down popup (page 11).	The	
picture below shows requests 4-5 
days old, broken down by Requester 
Type.

•	 The table will be cut to only two 
rows — the Age category you clicked 
and Grand Total. These rows will be 
identical.

Sort

Sort the tabular data by clicking a column 
header. 

By default, the requests are listed in 
ascending Age. The picture below shows 
the table sorted by the # of requests in 
descending order.
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Pending Age by Requester Class chart and table

This section of the Pending Age Dashboard shows the volume and age of open requests, broken down by Requester Class. Both the bar 
chart and the table show the same information.  

What does Undefined mean?

The request has not yet been 
associated with a Requester 
Class. 
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Hide data

Click a text label to the right of the bar chart to remove requests of 
that age from the chart for all Requester Classes.

The	table	is	not	affected,

For example, you can hide requests that are 11-15 days old, as in the 
picture below.

Click the label again to return the data to the chart,

Sort

Sort the tabular data by clicking a column header. 

By default, the table is sorted by the Grand Total column in 
ascending order. The picture below shows the table sorted by the 2-3 
Days column in descending order.
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Detail report

Click a “layer” of a bar on the Pending 
Age by Requester Class chart to open 
the detailed Pending Age Reports 
window. 
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Detail Report Description Business Purpose

Detail — Selected

Lists dozens of data values for the requests in the “bar 
segment” you clicked on the Pending Age by Requester 
Class chart (page 20).	

For example, if you clicked the segment for Attorney 
requests that are 2-3 days old, this report would show 
only those requests. 

This report can be contrasted to the Detail — All 
report, which shows the same data values but covers 
all the requests currently shown on the Pending Age 
Dashboard. 

Provides	the	information	needed	to	find	
specific	requests,	rather	than	a	population	of	
requests that share a common “age.”

Detail — All Lists dozens of data values for all requests currently 
captured on the Pending Age Dashboard. 

Pending Age by Site — Selected
Shows the number of requests in the “bar segment” you 
clicked on the Pending Age by Requester Class chart 
(page 20),	broken	down	by	site.	

Compare request aging across multiple sites.

Pending Age by Site — All Shows the number of requests currently captured on 
the Pending Age Dashboard, broken down by site. 

Pending Age by Requester — All

Breaks down all the requests currently captured on the 
Pending Age Dashboard by site and Request Type.

Does NOT show aging brackets. A request that is 1 
day old cannot be distinguished on this report from a 
request that is 40 days old. 

Can help identify possible bottlenecks for 
specific	Request	Types.

To identify sites that may be struggling 
overall, the Pending Age by Site detail 
reports may be more useful, since they show 
the aging brackets. 

See page 57 for descriptions of the columns in these reports.
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Pending Trend Dashboard

What does it show?

A weekly view of work volume, broken down by: 

•	 Pending requests

•	 Completed requests

•	 Cancelled requests

•	 New	requests	(Intake)
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Pending Trend Dashboard

The Pending Trend Dashboard shows the change in Pending request volume over time. You can use this Dashboard to track whether your 
backlog is shrinking, growing, or maintaining its size.
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Definitions

Term Meaning

Cancelled

Request intentionally closed:

•	 by a Client Service Representative or Ciox Support;

•	 Programatically through the API.

Completed

Either:

•	 Request is at or beyond the Ready for delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment states;

•	 Correspondence has been sent to the requester.

Pending	(aka	Open)

A request has been received but has not yet reached any of these conditions:

•	 Ready for delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment;

•	 Completed by sending Correspondence to the requester;

•	 Cancelled.

It has NOTHING to do with the Fulfillment — Pending status, which Client Service Representatives and managers 
can assign to “problematic” requests. 

Intake

Request was created during the report period.

Intake requests may ALSO	be	counted	in	one	of	the	other	three	categories	(Cancelled,	Completed,	Pending).	For	
example:

1. Request was created on the third day of the report period;

2. Currently is Ready	to	Fulfill; 

3. Counts in both the Intake and Pending categories. 
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Default date range

The Date	filter	for	the	Pending Trend Dashboard is set to the past month by default, which results in four columns of data, one for each 
week in the report period.

You can change the Date	filter,	but	a	longer	date	range	may	make	the	Dashboard hard to understand. 
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Hover cursor to “zoom”

“Hover” your cursor over a Pending column or a trend line (Completed, Cancelled, Intake)	to	see	the	request	count	and	time	period	in	a	
popup. It may be easier to view the data in this popup.
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Detail report

Click a Pending column or a trend line (Completed, Cancelled, Intake)	to	open	
the detailed Pending Trend Details window. 

The detail reports provide extremely granular data for every request in that 
week, broken down by the four statuses. All four detail reports are available no 
matter what you clicked on the Dashboard.

There are so many columns on these Detail Reports that you must scroll to the 
right to see all of the data.
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Detail Report Description Business Purpose

Intake — All

Lists dozens of data values for all requests with an 
Intake Date that falls in the report period for the 
Pending Trend Dashboard. 

As described on page 24, all Intake requests will also 
be counted in one of the other three Detail Reports:

•	 Completed

•	 Cancelled

•	 Pending

Provides	the	information	needed	to	find	
specific	requests.Completed — All

Lists dozens of data values for all requests that were 
completed during the report period for the Pending 
Trend Dashboard. 

Cancelled — All
Lists dozens of data values for all requests that were 
cancelled during the report period for the Pending 
Trend Dashboard. 

Pending — All
Lists dozens of data values for all requests that are open 
(pending)	during	the	report	period	for	the	Pending 
Trend Dashboard. 

See page 57 for descriptions of the columns in these reports.
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Complete TAT Dashboard

What does it show?

The	time	needed	for	requests	to	move	from	Received	to	Completed,	known	as	Turn	Around	Time	(TAT).

Use this Dashboard to track your overall production performance. The data is broken down by Status (Cancelled, Completed, 
Intake)	and	Request	Category	(Core	ROI,	Audits)	and	can	be	further	segmented	by	Site.	
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Complete TAT Dashboard

The Complete TAT Dashboard	summarizes	the	volume	coming	in	(intake)	and	going	out	(completed	or	cancelled).		The	report	also	
summarizes	the	total	time	(Turn	Around	Time,	or	TAT)	it	took	requests	to	make	it	from	Facility Received to Completed.
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Definitions

Term Meaning

Billable Percent Billable requests divided by the total number of requests,

Cancelled

Request intentionally closed before the submission of Medical Records or Correspondence:

•	 by a Client Service Representative or Ciox Support;

•	 Programatically through the API.

Completed

Either:

•	 Request is at or beyond the Ready for delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment states;

•	 Correspondence has been sent to the requester.

Intake

Request was created during the report period.

Intake requests may ALSO	be	counted	in	one	of	the	other	three	categories	(Cancelled,	Completed,	Pending).	
For example, a request that was created on the third day of the report period, and currently is Ready	to	Fulfill, 
would count in both the Intake and Pending categories. 

Turn	Around	Time	(TAT)

Calculated by comparing the Facility Received Date to either:

•	 Invoiced Date (only	for	pre-bill	requests,	which	require	payment	from	requester	before	delivery);

•	 Ready for Delivery date	(all	other	requests).
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Production Summary

The Production Summary chart and table show 
how many requests reached a state of Cancelled, 
Complete, or Intake on each day.

To see the numbers broken down by site, expand 
the rows in the table section. 

The scale on the Production Summary 
graph varies depending on the state of the 
requests being counted.

Using 11/23/2020 as an example, note that 
the bar representing Cancelled requests 
(96)	is	much	“taller”	than	the	trend	lines	for	
Completed	(411)	and	Intake	(400)	requests.

•	 The left side of the graph shows 
the scale for Completed & Intake 
Requests. 

•	 The right side shows the scale for 
Cancelled Requests.
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TAT Summary

The TAT Summary graph and chart show the 
Turn	Around	Time	(TAT),	in	days,	broken	down	by	
Requester	Category	(Core	ROI	or	Audits).	

It also tracks the percentage of those requests that 
were billable.

To see the numbers broken down by site, expand the 
rows in the table section. 

•	 The left side of the graph shows the 
scale for Turn Around Time in Days. 

•	 The right side shows the scale for 
Billable Percentage.
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Default date range

The Date	filter	for	the	Complete TAT Dashboard is set to the past two weeks by default. Each individual day in the report range is 
represented by:

•	 a single bar in each graph;

•	 a single row in each table.

You can change the Date	filter,	but	a	longer	date	range	may	make	the	dashboard	hard	to	understand.	
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Hover cursor to “zoom”

“Hover” your cursor over a column or a trend line to see the request count and time period in a popup. It may be easier to view the data in 
this popup.
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Detail reports

Click a column or a trend line to open a Detail Reports popup. The name of the popup depends on how you launch it:

There are so many columns on these 
Detail Reports that you must often 
scroll to the right to see all of the data.

•	 Production Trend Reports

•	 Request Details TAT Holder
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Detail Report Description

Intake — Selected Lists dozens of data values for requests that were created on the date that you clicked, even if you clicked a 
Completed trend line or the Cancelled bar. 

Intake — All Lists dozens of data values for all requests that were created during the report date range for the Complete 
TAT Dashboard, no matter what date you clicked to open the Detail Reports window. 

Completed — Selected Lists dozens of data values for requests that were completed on the date that you clicked, even if you 
clicked an Intake trend line or the Cancelled bar. 

Completed — All Lists dozens of data values for all requests that were completed during the report date range for the 
Complete TAT Dashboard, no matter what date you clicked to open the Detail Reports window. 

Cancelled — Selected Lists dozens of data values for requests that were cancelled on the date that you clicked, even if you clicked 
a Completed or Intake trend line. 

Cancelled — All Lists dozens of data values for all requests that were cancelled during the report date range for the 
Complete TAT Dashboard, no matter what date you clicked to open the Detail Reports window. 

Detail — Selected Lists dozens of data values for requests completed on the date you clicked to open the Detail Reports 
window.

TAT By Requester Class — All Shows	the	Turn	Around	Time	by	Requester	Type	(not	just	Requester	Category)	for	every	day	in	the	report	
range, no matter what date you clicked to open the Detail Reports window. 

TAT By Site — All Shows the Turn Around Time at every site for every day in the report range, no matter what date you clicked 
to open the Detail Reports window. 

Detail — All Lists dozens of data values for all requests completed in the report range, no matter what date you clicked 
to open the Detail Reports window. 

See page 57 for descriptions of the columns in these reports.
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Reports 

What do they show?

You	can	run	specific	reports	for	these	areas	of	interest:

•	 AOD — Accounting of Disclosures.

•	 Metrics		—	request	volume	by	workflow	step.

•	 Customer Summary — productivity per Requester Type.

•	 Processed Summary — shows Completed and Pending requests by Requester Type and Request Type.

•	 Production	By	Milestone	—	trending	volume	of	requests	by	workflow	step.

•	 Request Details — extremely granular information on every request in the report range.

•	 STAT Summary — STAT vs. non-STAT request volume by HealthSource Clarity user.
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AOD Report

Shows disclosures of patient health information made through HealthSource Clarity and Prism, a legacy ROI application.

This	report	provides	Filters	for	focusing	on	specific	patients.	These	filters	may	be	cumbersome,	because	each	choice	is	listed	separately.	For	
example, if your report captures 100 patients, there may be 100 unique choices in the Patient MRN filter.	

Patient First Name Dates of Service Site  ID eRequest ID Total Pages
Patient Last Name Requester ID Site Name Request ID Requested Record Types
Patient MRN Requester Name Requester Class Facility Received Date

Date of Birth Requester Address Reason for Request 
(Primary	only) Delivery Date
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Metrics Report

Shows	the	number	of	requests	that	have	passed	through	specific	steps	in	the	HealthSource	Clarity	workflow.	

This	report	offers	a Request Status filter.

Count Intake Count Delivered Count
Billable Fulfillment	Count Average	Turnaround	Times	between	workflow	steps
Non-Billable Indexing Count
Facility Received Count Invoice Count

Detail Reports

Click a row to open 
a detail report.
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Customer Summary Report

Shows	five	key	measures	of	productivity,	broken	down	by	Requester	Class	Category.	You	can	expand	each	“parent”	Requester	Class	Category	
to see the measures for each “child” Requester Class.

Detail Reports

Click a row to open a detail 
report.

Pending Age

How long requests have 
been open.

Production Summary 

Number of requests that 
were created, cancelled, 
and completed. 

Also shows the total 
number of medical record 
pages attached to the 
completed requests.

Completed 

How long it took to 
complete requests that 
were	finally	delivered	in	
the report range. 

Billable 

How many billable and 
non-billable requests and 
pages were completed in 
the report period. 

Completed TAT 

•	 Intake TAT = time 
between Facility 
Received Date and 
Intake Date.

•	 Fulfillment	TAT	
= Time between 
Ready to Fulfill 
and Packaging in 
Progress. 
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Processed Summary

This reports shows Completed and Pending requests, broken down by Requester Type and Request Type.

This	report	offers	a Request Status filter.

•	 Completed Requests = Time between Facility Received Date and Ready for Delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment.

•	 Pending Requests = How many days have elapsed from the Facility Received Date to now.

You can currently open a Detail Report for Pending requests but not for Completed requests.

Use the Customer Summary report or the Complete TAT Dashboard to see details about Completed requests. 
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Production by Milestone

This report illustrates the trending volume per milestone event, broken down by Major Class and Requester Type:

•	 Intake

•	 Logged

•	 Fulfilled

•	 Invoiced

•	 Ready for Delivery

•	 Canceled

This	report	offers	a Major Class	filter.	

Detail Reports

Click a row to open a detail report.
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Request Details

This report shows comprehensive information about all the requests in the report range. 

This	report	offers	a Request Status filter.

Do NOT use this report to see “true” volume or to calculate TAT. Because it is based on the Intake date, it may 
include requests that are not complete, have been cancelled, or were the “parent” or “child” or a Split request. 
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Column Description
eRequest ID HealthSource	Clarity	identification	#.
Log ID Ciox	Health	identification	#.
Status Current Status.
Location ID Site number.
Location Site name.
Request Type As	specified	by	the	CSR	or	via	the	API.	
Is Express ROI Handled through the Submit and Fulfill	(Express	ROI)	command.
Is	Certified Passed	through	the	Certification	process.	Does	not	indicate	that	a	request	is	still	awaiting	certification.	
Requester Type From customer database.
Reasons As	selected	during	Logging	/	Fulfillment	or	automatically	through	API.
Requester Class

From customer database.Requester Name
Requestor Fax Number
Group ID For Ciox Phoenix requests.
Chart Location For future use.
Source Intake Method.
Request Letter Date Date letter created by requester.
Facility Received Date Request Letter arrived at facility.
Intake Date Request created in HealthSource Clarity.
Fulfillment	Date When	Request	Status	=	Ready	to	Fulfill.
Indexing Date When Status = Indexing.
Invoicing Date When Status = Invoicing.

Delivery Date
When Status = Delivery.

Means ready for delivery, not delivered.

Cancelled Date When Status = Cancelled.
Due Date Calculated for some Request Types.
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Column Description
Completed Date When Status = Completed.
Days calculations How	long	the	request	spent	in	a	specific	workflow	status.
Billable Y unless Non-Billable Reason selected.
DDS State State from which Disability request originated.

Delivered
If	Delivery	Method	provides	confirmation,	Y	and	N	indicate	whether	the	package	reached	the	requester.

For USPS 1st class mail, Y = Sent.
Delivery Description Delivery Method.
Page Counts Source of pages.
Page Count is Known Has the total captured # of Medical Record pages been entered?
STAT Request Yes	(Y)	or	No	(N).
Total Requests Always 1
Patient Information Name, Account, MRN, DOB.
Dates of Service From / To.
VPO Vice President of Operations.
RMO Regional Manager of Operations.
Zone As	defined	in	Member	Admin.
Region As	defined	in	Lawson.

Request Volume Type

•	 Intake

•	 Completed

•	 Cancelled

Request Class Category
•	 Audit	TAT	—	Indirect	Payor	(PAYI),	Direct	Payor	(PAYD),	Electronic	Insurance	Requests.

•	 Core ROI — All other requesters.
Request ID Identification	value.
Health System Health care group that received the request.
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Column Description

Dashboard Group Some Health Systems can be divided into “sub-groups” for reporting purposes. These groups are set up by 
Ciox Health.

Site Type

•	 C — Clinic

•	 H — Hospital

•	 I — Insurance
Aging Bucket “Bracket” for the elapsed time since the request was created.
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STAT Summary

Shows the number and page count of STAT requests handled by Client Service Representatives at each facility captured in the report. Also 
shows the number of non-STAT requests processed by each CSR in the same period at those facilities. 

This	report	offers	a User Name filter.	

Detail Reports

Click a row to open a detail 
report.
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Production Dashboards

What do they show?

Logging	and	Fulfillment	tasks	performed	by	individual	HealthSource	Clarity	users.
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Additional filters

In	addition	to	the	normal	filter	options,	the Production Dashboards	offer	these	choices:

Filter
Available for

Purpose
All Production Fulfillment Production Logging Production

User Name ü ü ü Limits	the	report	to	specific	user(s).

Employee Group ü ü Focus on Centralized Logging or Non-Centralized 
Logging operations.

Task Type ü ü ü
Limits	the	report	to	specific	activities	performed	by	
HealthSource Clarity users.

Sub Task Type ü ü ü
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All Production Dashboard

This dashboard shows:

•	 how	many	Logging	and	Fulfillment	tasks	were	performed	on	each	day	in	the	report	period;

•	 how	many	minutes	(MpT)	were	spent	performing	Logging	and	Fulfillment	tasks	on	each	day	in	the	report	period.
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Fulfillment Production Dashboard

This dashboard shows:

•	 how	many	Fulfillment	tasks	were	performed	on	each	day	in	the	report	period;

•	 how	many	minutes	(MpT)	were	spent	performing	Fulfillment	tasks	on	each	day	in	the	report	period.
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Logging Production Dashboard

This dashboard shows:

•	 how many Logging tasks were performed on each day in the report period;

•	 how	many	minutes	(MpT)	were	spent	performing	Logging	tasks	on	each	day	in	the	report	period.
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Task by user reports

Click a segment of a horizontal bar on any Production Dashboard to see 
how many tasks of that type, on that day, were performed by individual 
users.  
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Detail reports

After opening a Task by user report (page 54),	click	any	segment	of	a	horizontal	bar	to	see	the Detail Reports window. 

All of these reports show activity on a single day for a single user.

Detail Report Purpose

Detail — Selected Lists	details	about	the	requests	for	which	the	user	performed	the	specific	task.

Production by User — All Summarizes the number of times the user performed the task on the selected day.

Production by Task, by Site and User — All
Only available for All Production dashboard.

Shows the tasks performed by the user, broken down by site.

Production Task by Site and User — All
Available for Fulfillment Production and Logging Production dashboards.

Shows the number of tasks of the selected type performed by the user, broken down by site.

Production by Task — All
Summarizes the number of times the user performed the task on the selected day.

Unlike Production by User, this report shows the task name.

Detail — All Largely indistinguishable from Detail — Selected. 

Production by Requester — All Shows the number of tasks of the selected type performed by the user, broken down by 
Requester Type.

MpT By User — All Summarizes the time, in minutes, spent performing the task.

MpT by Task — All
Summarizes the time, in minutes, spent performing the task.

Unlike MpT by User, this report shows the task name rather than the date.

MpT by Requester — All Summarizes the time, in minutes, spent performing the task, broken down by Requester Type.

See page 57 for descriptions of the columns in these reports.
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Data Values

This	section	defines	all	the	data	values	used	in	any	of	the	HealthSource	Clarity	Dashboards	and	Reports.
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Value Definition

% Completed Under 24 Hrs (#	of	requests	logged	in	24	hours	or	less	from	receipt)	÷	All	requests	received

Audit Data and images for the request are ready to be evaluated by a specialist at Ciox Health’s ROI 
processing center in Alpharetta, GA.

Average (TAT	for	all	requests	in	report)	÷	(#	of	requests).

Billable Request for which the requester can be charged.

Billable Y unless Non-Billable Reason selected

Chart Location Where, at the facility, the Medical Records were physically stored.

Correspondence Sent Requester	notified	of	a	problem	with	the	Request	Letter	or	an	inability	to	locate	the	Medical	Records.

Customer Creation Logger sent the request to the New Requester Creation Team. 

DDS State State from which Disability request originated

Delivered
If	Delivery	Method	provides	confirmation,	Y	and	N	are	true	statements.

For USPS 1st class mail, Y = Sent.

Delivery Date
Status = Delivery.

Means Ready for Delivery or Invoiced for Prepayment, not Delivered

Delivery Method How the Medical Records were sent to the requester. See page 39 for a list of values. 

Delivery
Ciox	Health	has	finished	all	work	needed	to	send	Medical	Records	to	the	requester.

Does NOT mean that the requester received the Medical Records,

Due Date HealthSource calculates this date for some Request Types

Electronic Pages As	entered	by	Fulfiller

eRequest ID HealthSource	identification	#
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Value Definition

Exceptions Request has been routed for special handling because it failed automatic validation or was manually 
routed for review by a specialist at the ROI Processing Center in Alpharetta, GA.

Fac Rcvd to Delivery Facility Received Date TO Status = Delivery

Fac	Rcvd	to	Fulfillment Facility	Received	Date	TO	Status	=	Fulfillment

Fac Rcvd to Index Facility Received Date TO Status = Indexing

Fac Rcvd to Intake Facility Received Date TO Request created

Fac Rcvd to Intake Facility Received Date TO Request Created Date

Fac Rcvd to Invoice Facility Received Date TO Status = Invoicing

Facility Received Date When the request was available for Logging

Facility Received Date Request Letter arrived at facility

File Status Applies when Source = Central Intake, shows the state of the NLP process for the Request Letter.

Fulfillment	Date Status	=	Fulfillment

Fulfillment	on	Hold Fulfiller	paused	work	on	the	request.

Fulfillment	Processing Status	=	Fulfillment	TO	Status	=	Indexing

Fulfillment	to	Delivery Status	=	Fulfillment	TO	Status	=	Delivery

Fulfillment	to	Index Status	=	Fulfillment	TO	Status	=	Indexing

Fulfillment	to	Index Status	=	Fulfillment	TO	Status	=	Indexing

Fulfillment	to	Invoice Status	=	Fulfillment	TO	Status	=	Invoicing
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Value Definition

Fulfillment	 Logger	has	finished	with	request.	Medical	Records	need	to	be	captured.

Fulfillment	TAT Time	between	a	request	reaching	Ready	to	Fulfill	and	Packaging	in	Progress.	

Group ID For Ciox Phoenix requests

Index to Delivery Status = Indexing TO Status = Delivery

Index to Invoice Status = Indexing TO Status = Invoicing

Indexing Date Status = Indexing

Indexing to Invoice Status = Indexing TO Status = Invoicing

Intake Date Request created in HealthSource

Intake Processing Status	=	Logging	TO	Status	=	Fulfillment

Intake TAT Time between Facility Received Date and Intake Date.

Intake to Delivery Request Created Date TO Status = Delivery

Intake to Delivery Request created  TO Status = Delivery

Intake	to	Fulfillment Request	Created	Date	TO	Status	=	Fulfillment

Intake	to	Fulfillment Request	created	TO	Status	=	Fulfillment

Intake to Index Request Created Date TO Status = Indexing

Intake to Invoice Request Created Date TO Status = Invoicing

Inventory Amount of requests that have not yet been completed.
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Value Definition

Invoice Processing Status = Indexing TO Status = Delivery

Invoice to Delivered Status = Invoicing TO Status = Delivered

Invoice to Delivery Status = Invoicing TO Status = Delivery

Invoicing Date Status = Invoicing

Invoicing
Bill	(invoice)	for	request	is	being	prepared.

Includes Pre-Bill invoicing, in which payment must be received before we deliver the records.

Lawson Site Name Name of site from customer database.

Location Site name.

Location ID Site number.

Logging on Hold Logger paused work on the request.

Logging Request needs to be logged.

Major Class Over-arching category for requesters.

Max Longest TAT for any request in report. 

Micro Pages As	entered	by	Fulfiller

Min Shortest TAT for any request in report. 

MpT Minutes per Task

New Requester Requester not found in database and request routed to New Requester team.

Page Count is Known Used when the request is paid for on-site.
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Value Definition

Paper Pages As	entered	by	Fulfiller

Pricing Cost of request is being calculated.

Region As	defined	in	Lawson.

Request Cancelled HealthSource user deleted the request.

Request Letter Date Date letter created by requester

Request Type
Category of the request. 

Different	Request	Types	have	different	data	entry	rules	and	workflows.

Request Type As selected during Logging

Requester Type Different	Requester	Types	have	different	data	entry	rules	and	workflows.

Requestor Class Major Class

Requestor Name Name from customer database

Requestor Type From customer database

Site Intake Processing Request created TO Logging

Source
Central Intake: Faxed to central processing

Payor: Ciox Phoenix

Split Completed Single request has been divided into multiple requests, each with a Status of Logging. 

Split Single request needs to be divided into multiple requests. 

Status Current Status

StdDev Standard Deviation of requests in report.
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Value Definition

TAT 24 Hours Request logged in 24 hours or less from the time it was received.

TAT Over 24 Hours More than 24 hours passed between the request being received and logging. 

Turn	Around	Time	(TAT)
How long a request spent moving from one status to another. Units of measure can be days or hours.

Most	commonly	used	to	measure	how	much	time	elapsed	between	receiving	a	request	(Intake	Date)	
and delivering the Medical Records, but can use other start / stop points. 

Undefined Request has not yet been associated with a Requester Type and therefore cannot be categorized for 
reporting purposes. 

Unknown Error Indeterminate problem with request.

Work in Process Requests that have not yet been completed.

Zone As	defined	in	Member	Admin.


